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Abstract: The present paper reviews the grants Romania has benefited by 
(the pre-accession period) and will benefit by (the post-accession period) 
in order to finance the projects that aim the rural development.    
Highlighting the importance of these funds, we will present, in statistic 
data, the high degree of absorption of Sapard funds, creating in the same 
time a comparative analysis between the pre-accession funds and the 
post-accession funds regarding the absorption of funds destined to the 
rural environment at three years after Romania’s accession to the 
European Union. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a member of the European Union, Romania benefits in the 
programming period 2007-2013 of financial assistance through structural funds. 
The funds allotted to Romania in the pre-accession period (through PHARE – 
Poland and Hungary Assistance for the Restructuring of the Economy, ISPA- 
Instrument for Structural Policies for Pre-Accession, SAPARD - Special 
Accession Programme for Agriculture and Rural Development) have constituted 
an exercise of familiarizing with the UE politics and procedures, for the increase 
of the structural funds absorption degree, allotted after the accession moment. 
The grants are funds allotted based on eligibility criteria, for the performance of 
some investments which must not be returned, excepting the case of not 
respecting the contractual conditions according to the financing contract signed 
between the beneficiary and the Management Authority. 

The structural funds are the main instruments of the European Union 
destined to the promotion of the economic and social cohesion and solidarity, 
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and it contributes to the harmonious development of the EU as a whole, as well 
as to the promotion of a lasting environment.   

The objectives of the economic and social cohesion are achieved 
through three financial instruments: The European Fund of Regional 
Development (EFRD), The European Social Fund (ESF), The Cohesion Fund 
(CF) and two Complementary Actions, respectively: The European Fund for 
Agriculture and Rural Development (EFARD) and the European  Fund for 
Fishing (EFF). In order to achieve the objectives of the agricultural common 
politics funds were allotted through the two complementary actions EFARD 
and EFF. The Common Agricultural Politics (CAP) aim the development of a 
modern agricultural system, that ensures a standard of living equitable to the 
rural population, the stabilization of the markets and the insurance of supplying  
the consumers at reasonable prices. (Popescu Ruxandra Irina, 2007). 

 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS PRE-ACCESSION FUNDS – 

POST-ACCESSION FUNDS 
If we perform an analysis of the previously mentioned pre-accession funds 

objectives and of the structural funds, we can observe that a series of problems that 
couldn’t find any solution until the moment of pre-accession can be solved through 
Structural Funds.   

Table 1. The connexion existing between the two categories of funds 
 Pre-accession Post-accession 

PHARE – Social and economic 
cohesion 

The European Fund of Regional 
Development  
The European Social Fund 

PHARE – crossborder 
cooperation 

The European Fund of Regional 
Development  
– The objective European Territorial 
cooperation 

ISPA The cohesion fund 

SAPARD 
The European Fund for Agriculture 
and Rural Development 

 

As regards the grants destined to the rural environment, in the pre-
accession period the European funds were allotted through the SAPARD 
programme, and in the post-accession period through the National 
Programme of Rural Development, financed through EFARD.  

SAPARD (the Special Programme of Pre-accession for Agriculture and 
Rural Development) was the third grant of EU supporting the candidate countries 
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(the countries which applied for the accession to the EU) in the process of 
preparing for the accession to the EU.  The main objectives of this programme 
were solving the problems related to the rural development on a long term, 
improving the quality standards of the agricultural products, of the production 
and marketing process, bringing them to the EU standards. Generally helping 
Romania in implementing the EU legislation („the communitarian acquis”) 
corresponding to this sector. 

In Romania, the main directions in which the funds from the SAPARD 
programme act were (Ciungu Cristina Antoaneta, 2006): 

• The improvement of the processing and the marketing of the 
agricultural and fishing products; 

• The improvement of the institutional structures for the control of 
the quality and the health of the animal and vegetal products, of the food 
and the consumer protection; 

• The development and the improvement of the rural infrastructure; 
• The development of the rural economy; 
• The administration of the forests and the support of the operators 

within the production and marketing of the forest products. 
The ones who could access these funds were the small and medium 

private producers, the associations of agricultural producers, small and 
medium private enterprises, local authorities, NGOs, etc. 

The European Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development 
(EFARD), financing the projects within the agricultural field, is a European 
post-accession fund. The Common Agricultural Politics, followed by our 
country as well, since January 1st 2007, consists of a series of measures, 
most of them related to the rural development.  

According to the Regulation of Europe’s Council no. 1290/2005 regarding 
the financing of the common agricultural politics, two European funds were 
created for agriculture, called The European Fund for Agricultural Guarantee 
(EFAG), for the financing of the marketing measures and EFARD (The European 
Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development) for the financing of the rural 
development programmes.  

The Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development is the complementary 
action destined to the common agriculture politics of EU, that supports the 
measures for modernizing agriculture and the rural development, mentioning: 
investments in agricultural holdings, support for young farmers, professional 
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training, support for anticipated retiring diagrams, compensatory allowances for 
disadvantaged areas, agriculture-environment measures, the processing and 
marketing of agricultural products, the development and promotion of forests and 
measures for the adjustment and development of the rural areas.  

 The Strategic National Plan 2007-2013 outlined four directions for the 
financing through EFARD: the reorganisation and development of the 
agricultural and forest production, but also of the afferent processing industries.  
All these will take into account the improvement of the professional 
competences, of a lasting management and of respecting the environment 
exigencies; bio-diversity and nature preservation, materializing through the 
support of forest preservation and development, the endurance of a balanced 
territory occupancy and the development of the lasting management practices of 
forest and agricultural fields; investments in the infrastructure and rural services 
development, a greater importance allotted to the economic multi functionality of 
the rural areas, but also the preservation and value implementation of the cultural 
and architectural patrimony; the implementation of local strategies of 
development for the improvement of the administrative governance at rural level. 
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Figure 1. The share of funds allotted through EFARD on Measures 

 
Actually, based on the National Strategic Plan  2007 – 2013, through the 

European Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development the following measures 
will be financed (to the Romanian Government – 20% and the contribution of the 
European Union – 80%): Measure 112 „ the establishment of young farmers” 
(337.221.484 euro - 6%); Measure 121„The modernization of agriculture; 
exploits” (991.827.895 euro - 18%); Measure 123 „The increase of the added 
value of the forest and agricultural products”(1.071.174.126 euro - 20%); 
Measure 322 „the village renovation, development, the improvement of the main 
services for the rural population and economy, and the exploitation of the rural 
inheritance” (546.087.425 euro – 27%); Measure 312 „Support for the creation 
and the development of small enterprises (383.429.681 euro – 7%); Measure 313 
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„The encouragement of tourist  activities” (544.222.774 euro – 10%);  Measure 
141 „The support of semi-subsistence agricultural farms” (476.077.390 euro – 
9%); Measure 142 „The establishment of the Producers Group” (138.855.905  
euro – 3%) (www.apdrp.ro, 2010).  

The main institutions implied in the implementation of the National 
Programme of Rural Development 2007-2013 are: The General  Directorate for 
Rural Development MAPDR – which functions as the Management Authority 
for the National Programme of Rural Development 2007-2013 (NPRD) and 
ensures the corresponding administration of communitarian funds, establishing 
the priorities and concrete action measures, the Payment Agency for Rural 
Development and Fishing (PARDF), as a payment organism, for all measures in 
NPRD, excepting the ones destined to the underprivileged areas and the Payment 
and Intervention Agency in Agriculture, also a payment organism, for the 
underprivileged areas.  

The beneficiaries of these funds, for the financing of a business, can be: 
• Authorized persons / A family association, in this case a permit must 

be obtained from the local public authority, the accounting must be kept in a 
simple entry, the tax share being reduced, but there is also the disadvantage that 
no staff can be employed, only family members may work, the person must be 
trained in the field in which the activity authorization is performed, the limitation 
of eventual expansions, etc; 

• Associations with judicial status, Producers Groups, being more 
agreed at communitarian level, as the grant support is directly addressed to more 
than one person, and the investment will have a stronger impact, it can determine 
the community strengthening, existing the possibility of accessing other 
subventions for the association development, the main disadvantage being the 
complex founding procedure.  

• Small and medium sized enterprises, in this case the judicial status and 
the financial situation of the commercial entity represents an essential element in 
the acceptance of the finance application. 

We can carry out a synthesis of differences that occur in the allocation of 
grants in the two periods, these being (Stăiculescu Camelia, 2008): Allocation on 
multi-annual programmes; Funds (national) decentralized management;  
Significantly higher sums, 3-4 times higher, thus the project must be more 
complex; Implies a higher co-financing; Rule n+3 / n+2., N is the year of 
employment, n+3 is the year in which the funds of the year „n” must be spent.   
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THE ABSORPTION OF SAPARD AND EFARD FUNDS 
The degree of absorption of the SAPARD funds, that of 90%, represents a 

good example regarding the post-accession funds which so far reached the 
threshold of 7,79% (at Feb, 28th 2010). Starting with the launching of the 
SAPARD Programme, in 2002 until 2006, 4,457 projects were contracted with a 
total value of 1,36 billion euro, and the afferent financial allocation was of 1,52 
billion euro. Regarding the difference of 10% from the allotted sums through this 
programme, it represents the unemployed value through projects or contract 
renouncement.  According to the Payment Agency for Rural Development and 
Fishing (PARDF), the absorption rate on this programme, at the level of the newly 
entered EU countries was of 50%, Irland being the only country that registered an 
absorption higher than Romania.  

 
Table 2. The stage of the projects financed through SAPARD 2000 – 2006 (Euro) 

Deposited conformal financing application  

Measure 
The allotments 

on the years  
2000-2006 number  value 

Usage degree of the 
allotments on the years 

2000-2006 

Measure 1.1 379.513.279,37      740    585.252.714,28 154,21% 

Measure 1.2 37.791.593,33        20    37.791.593,00 100,00% 

Measure 2.1 678.160.438,67      877    725.921.034,36 107,04% 

Measure 3.1 259.072.564,55   3.029    404.427.136,00 156,11% 

Measure 3.2 1.000.000,00          4    
Values established 

at contraction  
  

Measure 3.3 1.849.504,00        48    
Values established 

at contraction  
  

Measure 3.4 84.220.533,41   1.665    116.218.717,33 137,99% 

Measure 3.5 74.451.006,67      158    108.752.676,50 146,07% 

Measure 4.2 1.441.406,25        19    2.047.500,00 142,05% 

Measure 4.1 3.949.238,67          7    4.940.851,00 125,11% 

Total measures 1.521.449.564,92   6.567     1.985.352.222,47 130,49% 

Source: www.apdrp.ro 

 
The main results of the projects financed through SAPARD were: 

investments in meat processing units; investments in milk collecting and 
processing, investments in fish processing; sanitary-vet laboratories; food 
quality control laboratory and fito-sanitary control laboratories; 
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modernization of over 2820 km of communal roads; 5384 km of water 
supply pipes in a centralized system, as well as investments in the 
centralized sewage systems in the rural areas; investments in farms, 
investments in the rural tourism; financing of craft activities; investments in 
cultivating and processing mushrooms, medicinal plants, snails, bee culture, 
sericulture; investments in forestation. 

Regarding the post-accession funds destined to rural development, the 
stage of projects implemented through the National Programme of Rural 
Development (NPRD) financed from EFARD, until February 2010 is the 
following: 

Table 3. The stage of projects financed through NPRD 2007 – 2010 (Euro) 

Selected projects Financing contracts 
Measure 

number value number value 

Measure 112 512  11.424.550 507  10.189.969 

 Measure 121 1.572  554.967.785 1.518  520.129.895 

 Measure 123 398  388.733.204 360 339.901.844 
Measure 123 (Schema XS 

13/123A/2008) 
216  101.858.336 195 84.850.854 

Measure 123 (Schema XS 
28/123F/2008) 

157  67.450.879 147 62.085.981 

Measure 141 6.262  46.965.000 6.148 46.110.000 
Measure 142 3  91.712 3 91.711 
Measure 312 114  18.277.420 109 16.292.295 
Measure 313 222  43.308.595 203 37.474.960 
Measure 322 291  823.838.490 291 796.421.276 

Measure 431.1 111  4.827.533 111 4.827.472 

Total measures 9.858  2.061.743.504 9.592 1.918.376.257 

Source: www.apdrp.ro 

 
We can notice that the sums allotted through the post-accession 

funds (EFARD) are significantly higher than the ones of pre-accession 
(SAPARD), at only 3 years from the accession the number of financed 
projects being more numerous (9.592 over 6.567 ), and the value of the 
allotted funds reached the value of 1.918.376.257 Euro (a sum almost equal 
to the entire value of the pre-accession funds allotted to rural development). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Given the great importance allotted to rural development, at the level 

of the European Union, which for a very long period of time suffered a total 
indifference as compared to the explosive development of the urban 
environment, Romania should perform all steps necessary for the support of 
the beneficiaries of projects that aim the rural areas. 

The rural development became a priority at global level, and the 
allotment of structural funds (EFARD) represents a model of financial 
support, the Romanian authorities must perform strategies of rural 
development that should contain measures and other types of financial 
support.  

The results obtained in the pre-accession period through the 
programme SAPARD should be maintained also for NPRD, and the lessons 
learnt by the beneficiaries through the implementation of the projects 
financed through European funds constitute the best card for the future 
financings. 
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